Reduced animal model with differential genetic grouping for direct and maternal effects.
Mixed-model equations for the reduced animal model with maternal effects and different genetic grouping of unknown parents for additive direct and maternal effects are derived. The matrices that relate the expected value and the variance of the breeding values of non-parents to the parents, as well as the different contributions of parental and non-parental breeding values, to the resulting mixed-model equations are presented. Mis-specification of additive maternal variance and the additive covariance between direct and maternal effects, arising from missing information on the dams of known individuals with records, is discussed. To avoid an incorrect specification of the variance-covariance matrix of the records without having to invert a nondiagonal variance of the residual terms, the breeding values of the unknown dams of individuals with records are included in the equations. Breeding values of non-parents are back-solved after the solutions for genetic groups and breeding values of parents are computed as simply as in cases in which maternal effects are absent. A numerical example is included to illustrate the derivations.